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Abstract

Melody extraction is an important issue of research
for successful development of music information re-
trieval system, particularly for polyphonic music. The
extracted melody can further processed as music index
that can speed up the retrieval of large music collec-
tions. In the past, most researchers assume music is
monophonic. If the music is polyphonic, there is not
satisfyingly solved by existing known algorithms. In this
paper, we propose two methods: “Four-Measure Based
segmentation” and “LBDM Concatenation” to extract
the representative fragments of melody from different
tracks. We also analyze the effects caused by the var-
ied combinations of music features to help us extract
the melody.

Keywords: melody extraction, polyphonic music,
LBDM, music information retrieval.

1 Introduction

With the development of multimedia technology,
content-based music retrieval has attracted much inter-
est in recent years. It allows users query by music con-
tent rather than metadata. To achieve this task, tech-
niques for matching melody fragments are required.
Besides, a good melody extraction approach affects the
quality of music retrieval seriously. The ability to iden-
tify and track the melody line of a musical piece could
be very useful for music retrieval. Melody extraction
also can be applied to the representation of a musical
piece: like a summary for a text, the melody line or
significant parts therefore can be seen as an index of a
musical piece.

Most of the human music listeners, even without
musical education, are able to track the melody line
of a selected musical instrument and the main melody
of a polyphonic musical piece - even without knowing

which type of instrument or which voice will represent
the main melody. However, it seems also to be the
most challenging part of retrieval and only very few
researches has presented in this area. This is because
of the difficulty to extract melodic information from
polyphonic music.

Figure 1. (a) A short piece of music. (b) The
extracted monophonic melody by combining
all tracks and keeping the highest note from
all simultaneous note events.

In the past, researchers [1] [2] [3] extract melody
form music manually or semiautomatically for further
processing. They assume the music is monophonic, be-
cause their focus is on indexing technique or similar-
ity matching. However, the majority of music is poly-
phonic. When the number of song increases explosively,
it is hard to extract melody of music manually. Hence,
methods for automatic melody extraction are required.
Ghias [4] thought of that, but he just simply discards
percussion. Uitenbogerd [5] [6] provided a method to
extract melody from polyphonic music. He combines
all tracks and keeps the highest note from all simulta-
neous note events. Shan [7] adds the feature of volume
in his analysis. The reason is that volume of melody is
usually the largest. There have problems for these two
methods: they will contain extra and incorrect notes.
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That is, the extracted melody may contain the accom-
paniment notes. In Figure 1, the marked circles show
the redundant notes of the extracted melody. There-
fore, Chen et al. [8] only select one track as melody.
They use pitch density as the feature for melody se-
lection. Tang [9] use AvgVel, PMRatio, SilenceRatio,
Range, and TrackName to select one track as melody
from polyphonic music. They often assume that the
melody is only on one track. In reality, the melody
may move from one track to another.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the following section, we will introduce the proposed
methods. Then in Section 3, we describe the experi-
ments and we discuss the accomplished experiments in
Section 4. We summarize the paper and outline our
future work in Section 5.

2 Proposed Method

As discuss above, we see the drawbacks of existing
works: they assume melody is only on one track. In
reality, melody usually separated into many fragments
that are located on different tracks. As shown in Figure
2, the music excerpt composes of three melody frag-
ments that distributed over three tracks. The number
in marked part indicates the ratio of melody fragment
to whole melody. By using track as the unit of anal-
ysis, we can get portion of the whole melody, i.e., we
will lose many significant fragments.

Figure 2. An example of melody fragments
that distributed over three tracks.

In order to improve such a condition, we use a
smaller unit instead of track. In musicology, phrase
is an important structure of music, which expresses a
complete thought of music. It can be treated as an
independent fragment of music [10]. Figure 3 shows
an example of phrases. The phrase usually ends with
rest note or note with long duration. For this reason,
choosing phrase as the unit of analysis is preferred.

2.1 Four-measure Based Segmentation

In musicology, a “phrase” is usually a unit with four
measures [11]. In most parts of folk songs, it usually
uses four measures as a phrase. Therefore, the size of
four measures is selected as the basic unit for further

Figure 3. A music excerpt with two phrases.

experiments. In this approach, music is partitioned
into several fragments with the unit of four measures.

But not all of the songs are using four measures as
a phrase. It may be six or eight measures, even an
unfixed one. Hence, another approach for selecting the
changeable phrase is required.

2.2 LBDM Concatenation

The Local Boundary Detection Model
(LBDM) [12] [13] enables the detection of local
boundaries in a melodic surface and can be used for
musical segmentation. By using LBDM, we can get
the changeable phrases. The LBDM uses duration,
pitch, and rest note to separate the music into smaller
pieces. However, the LBDM fragments sometimes lack
of perceptual accuracy. Here, we propose an improved
method that considers the duration and rest note of
LBDM fragments to get a more complete phrase. This
method is called LBDM Concatenation.

The main strategy of the LBDM Concatenation
method consists of the following three steps:

• Step 1. If the ending note of the LBDM fragment
is a long rest note and the duration is equal or
greater than the half of duration of one measure,
it should be regarded as the end of the phrase.
So, this fragment will be concatenated with the
preceding one. However, if the preceding frag-
ment’s ending note is also a long rest note (equal
or greater than the half of duration of one mea-
sure), don’t concatenate it.

• Step 2. For the remaining LBDM fragments, if the
last note’s duration of fragment (not include the
rest node) is equal or smaller than the last note’s
duration of next fragment, these two fragments
may be concatenated.

• Step 3. After the previous steps, a lot of more com-
plete phrases are shown, but some concatenated
fragments are still too small, they have about one
or two measures. Hence, in the last step, con-
catenating the fragments whose duration is not
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Definition:
Pi: pitch of last note of ith LBDM fragment
Di: duration of last note of ith LBDM fragment
Ds: duration of one measure of this song
Ni: number of LBDM fragments before step i
TDi: total duration of ith LBDM fragment

Input: LBDM fragments
Output: Fragments with more complete phrase

Begin
//Step 1: using rest note
for i = 1 to N1

if Pi+1=0 and Di+1 ≥ Ds/2 and Di ≤ Ds/2
Concatenate Di and Di+1

end if
end

//Step 2: using duration
for i = 1 to N2

if Di ≤ Di+1 and Di ≤ Ds/2
Concatenate Di and Di+1

end if
end

//Step 3: let the duration of
//fragment over four measures
for i = 1 to N3

if TDi < 4Ds and Di < Ds

Concatenate Di and Di+1

end if
end

End

Figure 4. The high-level description of the
LBDM Concatenation algorithm.

exceeds four measures. If the ending note’s du-
ration is greater than the fully rest note, do not
concatenate it. Because this fragment is complete.

The LBDM Concatenation algorithm is shown in
Figure 4. We explain the algorithm by giving an exam-
ple. Consider the original music excerpt as shown in
Figure 5. It partitioned into twelve LBDM fragments.
The numbers over the track are serial number of LBDM
fragments.

In Step 1, because of the ending note of the fourth
LBDM fragment is a long rest note and the duration is
equal to a half of one measure, we regard fragment 4 as
the end of a phrase. Hence, we concatenate fragment
4 with fragment 3, as shown in Figure 6.

In Step 2, since the last note’s duration of fragment
2 (not includes the rest node) is smaller than the last
note’s duration of fragment 3, we concatenate these
two fragments. We deal with fragments 6, 7, 8, 10, and
11 by the same manner, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5. The original LBDM fragments.

Figure 6. In Step1, concatenate fragment 4
with fragment 3.

In Step 3, to get a longer phrase, we concatenate
fragment 1 with fragment 2. Fragment 5 and frag-
ment 6 are also concatenated. Figure 8 shows the final
phrases. After processing, it only remains three frag-
ments, and these concatenated fragments are percep-
tually similar to the complete phrases.

3 Experiment Set-Up

A collection of 80 MIDI files of Taiwanese popu-
lar song obtained from Web is used for verifying the
three approaches: Track based, Four-Measure based,
and LBDM Concatenation based. For the experiments,
40 songs are random selected as the learning data and
40 songs as the testing data. We separate 40 test-
ing songs into two groups: “Single-track” and “Multi-
track”. Each group has 20 songs. Single-track means
melody is only on one track, while Multi-track means
the melody is distributed over different tracks. The rea-
son of separating the songs into Single-track and Multi-
track is to verify the prior work is not good enough for
melody selection on Multi-track. Here are the steps of
the experiments.

• Step 1. To obtain the difference between represen-
tative part and non-representative part, we extract
the representative part of 80 songs manually.

• Step 2. In order to get more precision phrase, we
investigate several features of music. In our ex-
periments, we consider nine features, like [14], for
the analysis. Furthermore, we verify the influence
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Figure 7. In Step2, fragments 6, 7, 8, 10, and
11 are processed.

Figure 8. The last phrases obtained by LBDM
Concatenation.

of these nine features. These features are Kinds
of Pitches, Average Pitch, Pitch Variance, The
difference between highest pitch and lowest pitch,
Average of total difference between pitches, Aver-
age number of Notes, Kinds of Duration, Duration
Variance, and Time Distribution (Total duration
of notes / Track Duration).

• Step 3. In learning phase, we estimate the av-
erage of each feature for representative part and
non-representative part respectively. Because each
feature does not have the same importance for se-
lecting the melody of music, the weight of each fea-
ture is also decided. Figure 9 is the distribution of
“Average Pitch” for representative part and non-
representative part. The weight is defined as

Wi =
Ai

TAi

(1)

where Ai indicates area of representative part
above non-representative part, and TAi denotes
total area of representative part. If both repre-
sentative and non-representative parts are totally
disjointed, then the importance of this feature is
100%. In this case, the weight of Average Pitch is
0.731.

• Step 4. For testing songs, we introduce the
Weighted Euclidean Distance to estimate the dis-
tance between testing data and learning result of

Figure 9. Distribution of average pitch.

representative part. The Weighted Euclidean dis-
tance is defined as

di =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

Wi(Fi − Ai)2 (2)

where Wi indicates featurei’s weight of represen-
tative part, Fi denotes feature’s value of testing
part, and Ai is the average of featurei of repre-
sentative part. If the distance is close to the learn-
ing result of representative part, the testing data
is similar to the representative part.

• Step 5. Comparing the distances of all the tracks
and selecting the minimum as the representa-
tive fragment. Because of the minimum distance
means the most similarity between the testing
data and representative part. For example, Fig-
ure 10 shows the Weighted Euclidean Distance of
each track. The Track 3 has the lowest value of
all tracks. We select track 3 as the representative
part of this song.

• Step 6. In this step, we estimate the accuracy.
If the selected representative fragment is coincides
with fragment that selected by human, we call this
selected one is correctness. We regard the ratio of
the correctness count to the total representative
fragments as the accuracy. It is defined as

Accuracy =
CR

TR
(3)

Weighted Euclidean Distance

Track1
Track2
Track3
Track4

Track5

Track#

1.017

1.578
0.578
0.876

0.958

Figure 10. The Weighted Euclidean Distance
of each track.
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Table 1. The Learned Average of Nine Fea-
tures and Their Weights

Weight

where CR means the correctness count of repre-
sentative fragments, and TR means the total rep-
resentative fragments. For example, there are 20
songs with melody only on one track. If it gets 14
correct melody lines, the accuracy is 0.7.

• Step 7. For all the features, there have no idea
whether it is good enough to put them together.
Therefore, we conduct many experiments that
consider varied combinations of these nine fea-
tures.

4 Experimental Results and Observa-

tions

Table 1 shows the learned value of each feature by
using three methods. The values of representative part
are higher than non-representative part, except Dvari-
ance. In music, representative part often gets more
changeable in pitch and duration than nonrepresen-
tative part. The experimental results coincide with
the phenomenon. However, what happened for Dvari-
ance? We observe that most non-representative tracks
have fewer notes, and the duration of note sometimes
has greater change. Although representative parts also
have greater change, they have more notes than non-
representative parts. We can understand this by ob-
serve the average of AveNotes. Therefore, because of
owning more notes, the value of Dvariance of represen-
tative part is lower than non-representative part.

When the size of unit reduced from track to four
measures, the value of each feature become smaller,
except AveNotes. It is because the non-representative
part usually contains many rest notes. The rest notes
will be ignored in analysis. Hence, the value of
AveNotes of non-representative part is higher than rep-
resentative part.

For the LBDM Concatenation method, duration of
fragment is usually more than four measures. Because
of the unit of analysis is longer than Four-Measure, so

for Dkinds, Pkinds, and AveNotes, the value of repre-
sentative part is greater than non-representative part.

Table 2 and Table 3 show the combinations of var-
ied features by using Four-Measure based method and
LBDM Concatenation method respectively. In the case
of Four-Measure based, when removing the effect of
Pvariance, it will get better result than consider all nine
features. In the case of LBDM Concatenation method,
if we remove the Dvariance from other features, we get
a higher accuracy in S-Track while get a lower accuracy
in M-Track.

Table 2. Varied Combination of Features for
Four-Measure

Table 3. Varied Combination of Features for
LBDM Concatenation

Figure 11 summarizes the accuracy of three meth-
ods. If the testing data with the melody in one track,
experimental results show that the proposed LBDM
Concatenation method correctly identifies the melody
in 78% of the test cases. The Four-Measure Based
method correctly identifies the melody in 75%. If the
testing data with melody distributed over multi-track,
the accuracy of LBDM concatenation method is 53%,
better than the accuracy 8% of prior work. Both our
proposed methods get a higher accuracy than prior
work such as Track based method. This is because, by
using track as the unit of analysis, we can get portion
of the whole melody, i.e., we will lose many significant
fragments.
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Figure 11. Comparison of all methods.

5 Conclusion and Future work

Our analysis is useful in advanced application do-
mains such as music information retrieval. In this
paper, we point out the shortcomings of the existing
works and verify issues by experiments. We propose
two methods for melody extraction. They are “Four-
Measure based segmentation” and “LBDM Concatena-
tion”, respectively. Because the size of unit for analy-
sis is reduced, more representative fragments for which
melody is separated into Multi-track are obtained. Ex-
periments show that the results are better than prior
works.

Experimental results show that if using this LBDM
Concatenation method, we can extract a more precise
“phrase”. Furthermore, the extracted representative
fragments can further process as index of song. As the
result, the searching time and required storage can be
dramatically decreased.

The ultimate application of this work would be to
implement an interactive system for music information
retrieval.
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